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“A to Z” — Rashid Johnson, American
B is for British — Peter Blake, British
C is for Conscious — Chantal Joffe, American/British
D is for Desire — Erté, Russian/French
E is for Effortless — Cindy Sherman, American
F is for Falabella — Lorenzo Vitturi, Italian
G is for Grateful — George Condo, American
H is for Humour — Alex Israel, American
I is for Intimacy — Urs Fischer, Swiss
J is for Joy — Hou Zichao, Chinese
K is for Kind — Jeff Koons, American
L is for Linda (Stella) / Love (Linda McCartney, American) — Stella McCartney

M is for Mindful — Mert + Marcus, Turkish and Welsh
N is for Nature — Lila Azeu, French
O is for Organic — Olafur Eliasson, Danish/Icelandic
P is for Progressive — JR, French
Q is for Question — Richard Ardagh, British
R is for Repurpose —— Taryn Simon, American
S is for Sustainability —— Hajime Sorayama, Japanese
T is for Timeless —— William Eggleston, American
U is for Utility —— Emilie Pria and Paulo Accioly, French and Brazilian
V is for Vegan —— Will Sweeney, British
W is for Womanhood —— Sam Taylor-Johnson, British
X is for Kiss —— Ed Ruscha, American
Y is for Youth —— Jermaine Francis, British
Z is for Zero Waste —— Joanna Vasconselos, Portuguese